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The following is an email we are sending to Eric Gueret and Bonne Pioche of France who, with the support of

Waste.:
We viewed it on the Sundance channel on Charter Cable Ch. 124 at home twice this past week and would like
either Charter Cable, Directv or other services. How better to do that than with the help of our favorite place This film is very timely now and for the forseeable future in that TOMORROW Wednesday, May the 26th, thf
arguments as to whether or not we will simply be forced to accept the renewal of the plant's two operating licei
of 10-20 percent of the power we use, not to mention another THIRTY FIVE YEARS of dreadful DAILY dan[
for peace" electricity.
This hurried, "going through the motions", pro forma, and VERY inadequate one day Hearing may be just ai
as being opposed to this far too dangerous technology for which, like France and the other nations regrettably
with a disposal method, let alone to deal with the question, nay, REALITY, of the operational Russian Rouletti
These spent fuel nuclear waste products are FOREVER and dangerous every moment they exist- and WHER
licensees who are, and have always been, so OBVIOUSLY beyond our control. Indeed, the spent fuel rods, nov
wvhich produce them, and in so doing which magnify uranium's native toxicity one millionfold, every day, as th
Enough spent fuel so far to fill EIGHTY of those "Dry Casks" - 16 tons each are they? - and finally TWO HI
1

in easy reach of the coming tsunami wave, and too close to sea level and too close to shore, now awaiting the ci
multiplication here in California, in our other states, and worldwide, and producing DAILY their own deadly
scrambling around Diablo won't be able too, no matter how many workers they squander on this make work t
It is simply UNBELIEVABLE that we are doing this here in San Luis Obispo county and in another 102 reacti
"reliant" on this poisonous, nonrenewable - thank God for that - "fuel". As the old man at the end of this gre.

Other than this pathetic email to you - and to the Bonne Pioche film makers, Robert Redford and the Sundai
representatives and other governing officials, Jane Swanson and our other heroines at SLO Mothers For peaci
Safety Committee, PG&E, the print and electronic media at the Tribune, KSBY6 and elsewhere, the other add
alone how to go about mobilising our fellow clueless citizens to show up in the supervisor's chambers this Wed
and angry. yeomen sovereigns and sole owners of this county, state and republic which they are. To our friend
life or death emergency. S.O.S. Save Our Ship. Save Our Shores. Save Our State. Save Our Sphere. Save the
Sincerely, D.J. + M.L.Boysen of Shell Beach (contact info below).

Your Film

"Waste: The Nuclear Nightmare"

Sunday, May 23, 2010 4:09 PM
Dear Mr. Gueret and Bonne Pioche,
communication@bonnepioche.fr
RE: Waste: The Nuclear Nightmare -- Kudos! Great film! Well done! Thank you! VHS tapes? DVDs?

Dear Monsieur Gueret and Bonne Pioche Associates,
We write to you regarding our community which lies next to Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant on theCent]
believe, pro-nuclear "judges", as to whether or not to renew (fourteen years early) the licenses in 2024-5 for an
country and planet, is merely a well paid handmaiden, nationally as well, for nuclear energy proponents and"
NEEDED - and pays enough taxes here to attempt to "buy off" a substantial sector of the local population, fr

The group to whom we owe this last chance suit in hopes of stopping the powerful PG&E juggernaut and-the o
Mothers ForPeace, a group which has opposed the plant from the beginnings 40 years ago, and led by Jane Sm
Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), the utility that owns the plant, has budgeted eighty-five million dollars of ral
the public into thinking that nuclear energy is "cheap, clean and safe"-- none of which applies in truth -- as yot
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In addition, and as a separate offense against the public interest by PG&E using ratepayer dollars - the only n
half million dollars to buy the needed enabling signatures and another 32.5 million to pay for scandalously mis
majority vote in a plebiscite in order simply to enter the energy marketplace.

In less than two weeks, this "bad old days" fascist dictatorshipstyle "enabling law" will. be voted upon, in a PIF
serving ballot measure because of the historically low turnout experienced at this earlier election time, and the
campaign against virtually nonexistent opposition, are simply NAUSEATING, and a DISGRACE to our demo

We also suspect they may be working quietly behind the "curtains" to defeat incumbent Supervisor Gibson in
earthquake situation more thoroughly before proceeding, an inquiry they seem greatly to fear, along with any
were gaining approval to build these twin mistakes!

What contempt they show for us! What contempt we should feel for this arrogant, evil corporation, "too big fc
CosaNukera NukeCrook monopoly proponents. Witness the judges in this current hearing who have all spent
in this very matter, Winston & Strawn. How cozy.

"Our" plant lies a mile from an offshore fault line with eleven others nearby. Our area has suffered tsunamis i
devastating earthquake and for a record tsunami at or above any experienced in recorded times. We are indee
approximate net of ten (they claim 20) percent of our electricity, all of which has gone to subsidise a wasteful, t
immigration, that we don't want or need. In every sense it is time to "grow up" and to put away childish thing,
We would like to get your film into our local movie theater, The Palm Theater, which runs films such as yours.
and reclaiming our county before it is entirely ruined.
PROBLEM: we can't find that your film is on VHS or DVD yet and that being the case, how to get it here and
plant altogether as being unsafe technology for the planet. President Obama, who was elected as anti-war and

Indeed. he has announced the US will renew its push to build more nuclear power plants-- we can only believe
!?! We suspect this decade premature application to renew these licenses until 2044 and 2045 and beyond the I
their lawful entitlement to peaceful nuclear power, however unwisely, while still others possess a secret arsenal
have led us too long.

But they may have overplayed there hand seriously, and made a grave error strategically with his ill conceived
evening for an hour and a half! The SLO Mothers For Peace MUST tell their attorney about this marvelous n
Safety Committee or the similarly inclined Nuclear Regulatory Charade!

At least they should ATTEMPT to introduce some expert testimony and info from him. He can speak with equ
3

and knowledge as to the threat, and has a great deal of professional local insider knowledge gleaned over mani
from which they will ultimately have to back down. And, If they hear him, I guarantee that these reactors will
licensed now, and is not safe to extend for 20 years past 2024/25, then it is not safe to operate UNTIL THEN. A
AND, these Devil Canyon evil twins are the loose yarn ends that will unravel the whole hideous garment of nu
early extension will prove to have been a HUGE mistake, and a HUGE opportunity! But, I digress.

Could you PLEASE help us learn how to get your wonderful film into our community? Thank you monsieur
Sincerely, Joe and Merry Boysen
292 El Dorado Way
Shell Beach, CA 93449 805-773-3920

e-mails: mlboysen2000(0yahoo.com

joeboysen2005(&yahoo.com

The Palm Theater, 817 Palm Street, San Luis Obispo, California, 93401 palmcinema@aol.com

CORRECTION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Hearing in the Cou
Fremont Theater, WILL be held on May 26th, 2010 from 8:30 AM on, BUT, that date falls on WEDNESDAY,
about this lethal and unforgiving technology of death involved here! Errors made here can't be fixed.

--- On Sun, 5/23/10, Joe Boysen <joeboysen2005@yahoo.com>wrote:
From: Joe Boysen <joeboysen2005 @yahoo.com>
Subject: "Waste: The Nuclear Nightmare" airs again Sunday morning at 7:30 AM on Directv Channel #558 and on C
To: janeslo@kcbx.net, "Nor .....
Date: Sunday, May 23, 2010, 7:10 AM

"I looked on-line but there are no DVD versions of it available. Maybe there will be in time."

J.

As previously proclaimed, "Waste: The Nuclear Nightmare" airs again Sunda3
from 10:30 AM 'til 11:50 AM. Will someone PLEASE record this and/or "pos
entirety at the Nuclear Regulatory Charade "Atomic Safety" Board kangaroo c
a SECOND DAY - or on a THIRD DAY, if needed on this MOST IMPORT.
Saturday/Sunday in the wee hours, May 22nd/23rd, 2010 AD
4

Dear Jane,
This OUTSTANDING 77 minute English subtitled French language film "Waste: The Nuclear Nightmare" w
Channel a few days ago, will be repeated in just a few short hours this Sunday morning as captioned above.
This is probably one of the few or only times this has or will EVER be shown here in Occupied AmeriKa, and
record it for a wider distribution. Once you, or anyone else, sees it, you, and they, will understand why I am s(
power, especially given the FOREVER TOXIC WASTES IT ENTAILS.
This movie simply could NOT be made here in our nearly lost now and unrecognisable land of liberty, the nat
I have read Judge Karlin's arrogant, condescending, anti-democratic and tyrannical "order" with great disgu
neutrality, will doubtless finally decide on behalf of PG&E and its' handmaiden the United States Nuclear Reg
Safety Committee, permanently headquartered in Monterey, a convenient 150 miles away from the scene of th
In case I don't get around to writing more on the nauseating topic of this distressing "order", and alot more
let me simply observe this about Chairman Alex's dictate: note how he splits the time equally between Mother!
David versus Goliath - AND the Sheriff, who is also driving the Getaway Car. What a FARCE! That says it;
and their hangers on in corrupt pre-Revolutionary France. It feels that way here in corrupt Occupied Ameri(I
This film NEEDS to be shown at the conclusion of this hearing. This re-licensing is CRIMINAL NEGLIGENC
simply a fraud on the public, like so many of our fascistic entities and institutions, public,"NGO" and private.
Warm regards, Joe Boysen, Recovering Optimist (805) 773-3920
Postscript: I will SOON be sending you and all concerned some great material Merry has "unearthed" on the
"Independent Safety Committee" - LOL - and the NRC Charade - to their yawning TOTAL disinterest and
It must have gone clear up and beyond where 101 is today.
EUREKA! Apparently there is an expert with Earth Design up in Cambria, one Lou Blanke, a geophysicist wi
(805) 441-5892 and/or FAXline (805) 927-4316. Mr. Blanke has recently - last fall - written an abstract of a
Thursday if the hearing is extended, or to present this information, or submit it? Though somewhat disabled b
Despite the stacked deck and the NRC/Atom Panel's likely intended rigged outcome, we need to be thinking a]
panel into doing its' PUBLIC duty on OUR behalf, rather than serving their NRC & NukeCrook bosses. This
It's time for some hardball against these democracy corrupting GANGBANGERS at PG&E and their control
young people at Cal Poly, UCSB, Cuesta and Hancock. After all, it is THEIR world we are poisoning FOREVI

THREE SAMURAI PROFILES: RONIN FOR THE BARONS OF THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRIA

Alex S. Karlin
B.A., Grinnell College (1971)
J.D., Washington University School of Law (1974)
Judge Karlin was appointed as a full-time legal member of the panel in the spring of 2004. Before his appointn
5

and contractual matters. Between 1988 and 1997, he was of counsel in the environmental section of Morgan, L
Karlin also served as an attorney/advisor in the Enforcement Division of the U.S. Environmental Protection Al
He started his career as a litigator in Dubuque, Iowa, with the law firm of O'Connor, Thomas, Wright, Hamm
numerous articles and taught professional workshops and classes in environmental law.

Nicholas G. Trikouros
B.S., Fordham University (1969)
M.S., New York University (1972)
Eng., Polytechnic University (1986)
Judge Trikouros currently is a full-time technical member of the Panel, having served previously as a part-tim
Technologies, a professional consulting company involved in nuclear plant design, licensing, and safety analysi
expertise include nuclear plant design basis and licensing, reactor systems, emergency operating procedures, tj
Trikouros provided onsite technical support during the Three Mile Island, Unit 2 accident and participated ex
graduate instruction on nuclear energy technology as well as on a variety of nuclear industry groups and comr
for once-through steam generator testing, and the EPRI Utility Steering Committee's Analysis and Testing Sul
a consultant to the Department of Energy's International Nuclear Safety Program in Ukraine.

(Very appropriate, because we probably have a Ukrainian Incident in our future!)

Paul B. Abramson
B.S., Engineering Mechanics, Lehigh University (1961)
Ph.D., Physics, University of Colorado (1968)
J.D., cum laude, Loyola University Chicago (1984)
Judge Abramson, who can serve as a Legal Judge or a Technical Judge, served as the Panel's Special Associat
the Panel. He practiced corporate and finance law as. a partner in the law firm of Orrick, Herrington & Sutclil
telecommunications project development, construction, and financing and was elected internationally byhis pi
practice of law, Dr. Abramson was the head of LWR Systems Safety Analysis at Argonne National Laboratory
the accident at Three Mile Island (for the NSAC at EPRI). After receipt of his Ph.D., he was an NSF Postdocto
SNAP 2 (Space Nuclear Auxiliary Power) system design and testing and on the fuel delivery system for liquid I
Allen & Overy, LLP.

For another 43 nauseating Samurai Biographies - so many seemingly near lifetime public trough feeders whei
henhouse" - including two vixen - go the following link, if you think you can take it. These US Nuclear Regula
serve, along with their own selfish need for perks, power, prestige and easy money.
•

.:r

C
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All; seem to be plump, pious and prosperous grandchildren of New Deal fascism now metastasized into a hideo
near past - both my grandparents and my parents - the style of these worthies is to "book a room and talk a I

http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/organization/panel-members.html#hawkens

--- On Wed, 5/19/10, Jane Swanson <janeslo@kcbx.net>wrote:
Wednesday, May 19, 2010 10:09 AM
From:
"Jane Swanson" <janeslo@kcbx.net>
To:

"Joe Boysen" <joeboysen2005@yahoo.com>
Cc:

Joe,
Thanks for letting us know about the TV special. I don't have Charter TV so don't have access, but I hope someone el
might want to show it in time as an educational film! Or maybe the technology necessary to capture and show it is m(
Karey and Dave Congalton did a fabulous job of educating WHY to vote NO on Prop 16 yesterday. I only heard the
Jane

Jane Swanson
ianeslo(Dkcbx.net
janeslo@me.com
(805) 595-2605
--- On Wed, 5/19/10, Jane Swanson <janeslo@kcbx.net>wrote:
From: Jane Swanson <janeslo@kcbx.net>
Subject: nope from HopeDance
To: "Boysen Joe" <JoeBoysen2005@yahoo.com>
Date: Wednesday, May 19, 2010, 12:47 PM
Joe,"
I emailed Bob Banner and he isn't showing films any more. He offered no clues. I know he has many balls in the air s
Lots of people use CHarter to SOMEONE should be able to record! I'll bring it up again to MFP friends.

7

Jane Swanson
janeslo(kcbx.net
janeslo(dbme.com
(805) 595-2605

REPEATS AT 2:05 AM !!! Fw: WASTE: THE NUCLEAR NIGHTMARE on Charter #124. at 8:3
Tuesday, May 18, 2010 11:24 PM
From:
"Joe Boysen" <joeboysen2005@yahoo.com>

REPEATS @ 2:05 AM, 5/19/10
FILM:

WA

LULAL:HTA

I.:- THE"

77 mins Color
2009
Eric Gueret, Director
Despite claims from France's nuclear industry that 97% of spent nuclear fuel is recycled, filmmaker Eric Gu•i
country's electricity). What they discovered seriously questions whether nuclear power can ever be considered
power that also explodes many commonly repeated myths.
TAGS: Danger, Disaster, Exposure, Pollution, Documentary, Europe, Feature, France, French (fr), Hidden
http://www.sundancechannel.com/films/500564472/

WASTE: THE NUCLEAR NIGHTMARE (2009)
Not perfect, but very good, and VERY good tiiiming in re the May 26th "hearing".
• Certainly,it leaves one, at least ME, totally committed to shutting down Devil's Canyon NOW, and with it the ENT
and militarism of every stripe.
Apparently this excellent French program will repeat TONIGHT/TOMORROW in just a few hours in the early am oi
DVD recorders. It also seems to be scheduled on Sunday morning according to both Sundance ( 10:30 AM?) and Dii
THE DIABLO CANYON P
VOTE NO ON THE PGQ
Its time to STOP searching for yesterday's retired and senile 89 year old WWII war criminals, and to. STAI
8

The time to get OUT of nuclear alltogether is BEFORE we too are crippled by our dependency on this obnoxious an(
served to fuel a wasteful and unsustainable growth and an out of control population explosion, largely composed of
"C
--- On Tue, 5/18/10, Joe Boysen <joeboysen2OO5@yahoo.com>wrote:
From: Joe Boysen <joeboysen2005@yahoo.com>
Subject: WASTE: THE NUCLEAR NIGHTMARE on Charter #124 at 8:30 PM //Re: PROP 16 on Congalton TOD.
Date: Tuesday, May 18, 2010, 8:26 PM
WASTE: THE NUCLEAR NIGHTMARE (2010) This program is scheduled to be aired tonight Tuesday, 5/18/10 or
Sorry for such short notice, but just learned of this and tried unsuccessfully to reach Jane by telephone. Good Luck,
PS: Apparently it will also be shown on Direct TV on #558 (Sundance) at 11:05 PM later tonight if anyone gets that.

--7'On Tue, 5/18/10, Jane Swanson <janeslo@kcbxinet>wrote:
From: Jane Swanson <janeslo@kcbx.net>
Subject: PROP 16 on Congalton TODAY/ Tues.
Date: Tuesday, May 18, 2010, 9:31 AM
Karey Christ-Janner from San Francisco will be on the Dave Congalton show TODAY to talk about why voters need
IN if you are able to. 543-8830.
Also forward this information if you know people who might be interested. All addresses show above - we're all frier
And let me know if you know of a business that would display a window sign informing people why to vote NO. Kar
relying on our many friends to help get the materials out there and visible before too many people vote absentee!

Jane Swanson
janeslo@kcbx.net
janeslo@me.com
(8105) 595-2605

LOU'S CENTRAL COAST TSUNAMI HISTORY:
--- On Mon, 5/24/10, Joe Boysen <joeboysen2005@yahoo.com>wrote:
From: Joe Boysen <joeboysen2005@yahoo.com>
Subject: Large California Tsunamis From Central Coast Historians And Central Coast Newspa
To: mlboysen2000@yahoo.com, joeboysen2005@yahoo.com, pismodane@yahoo.com
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Cc: j aneslo@kcbx.net, "Swanson Lucy Jane" <j aneslo@me. com>, earthdesign@charter.net
Date: Monday, May 24, 2010, 2:59 PM
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009AGUFMNH31B 1113B - Sent using Google Toolbar

Re: Large California Tsunamis From Central Coast Historians And Central Coast Newspapers
Tuesday, May 25, 2010 9:21 AM
From:
"EDI" <earthdesign@charter.net>
To:
"Joe Boysen" <joeboysen2005@yahoo.com>
Cc:
"EDI" <earthdesign@charter.net>
Message contains attachments
1 File (2166KB)

S

..

TsunamiBrochure trifold final 090826.pdf

Following is the CalEMA brochure on "How to Survive a Tsunami" that says to get above 100 feet elevation al

On May 24, 2010, at 2:59 PM, Joe Boysenwrote:

htipi://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009AGUFMNH31 B1113B - Sent using Google
Toolbar
joeboe-n25

4aý-(hoo.co
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Title:
Large California Tsunamis From Central Coast
Historians And Central Coast Newspaper Records
Authors:
Blanck, E. L.
Affiliation:
AA(Earth Design, Inc., Cambria, CA, United States;
earthdesign(&charter.net)
American Geophysical Union, Fall Meeting 2009,
Publication:
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abstract #NH3 1B- 1113
Publication Date:
12/2009
AGU
Origin:
[0468] BIOGEOSCIENCES / Natural hazards, [1916]
AGU Keywords:
INFORMATICS / Data and information discovery,
[4564] OCEANOGRAPHY: PHYSICAL / Tsunamis
and storm surges, [6334] POLICY SCIENCES /
Regional planning
Bibliographic Code: 2009AGUFMNH31B1 1 13B
Abstract
Approximately, 1996, Unocal historian Darwin Sainz mentioned the newly
built Union Oil "Oilport" refinery in what is now Shell Beach (between Pismo
& Avila Beaches and at 50 to 100 feet elevation) was destroyed by a tsunami in
the, early 1900's. July 2009, George Plafker reported, "a bigger earthquake and
a more destructive tsunami than the 1964 event are possible in the future". The
1812 Santa Barbara Channel earthquake produced 5 tsunami waves
approximately 50 feet in height to the front of the Santa Barbara Presidio based
on a Franciscan Father's journal. A book on "Shipwrecks, Smugglers, and
Maritime Mysteries" by Wheeler & Kallman reports the largest wave was 4850 feet estimated by the USGS west of Santa Barbara near Goleta. The
"History of San Luis Obispo County, California" by Thompson & West (1883)
reports 12 feet tsunamis occurred on August 13, 1868 (Peruvian earthquake)
and April 16, 1877. On November 22, 1878, turbulent water in the absence of
wind produced tsunamis that broke over the Morro Bay sand spit (current quad
sheet high elevations 66 to 97 feet N to S), destroyed Avila & Pt. Sal piers,
damaging Cayucos pier. A Japanese earthquake resulted in a tsunami at 12:40
PM December 9, 1907, near high tide and in already heavy seas, that stood out
from the rest of the storm due to its' enormous height. It wrecked the Ventura
pier (12-13-1907, SLO Tribune) and the Oilport pier (12-13-1907, SLO
Tribune & 12-6-1976 also 12-14-1907, Santa Maria Times & 12-10-1907 SLO
Telegram) at Shell beach and destroyed the Oilport refinery (Darwin Sainz,
personal communication). Before 7 AM on November 26, 1913, tsunamis
wrecked the Monterey area including waves 10 to 15 feet above the Del Monte
wharf. At Seaside, "Immense domes of water and foam shot up above the
general height" ... "appearing from here to be higher than the highest sandhills
along the shore."(12-2-1913, SLO Tribune) Current quad sheet high elevations
are 120 feet. These reports of historic tsunamis represent wave elevations
significantly higher than the 1964 Alaska earthquake tsunami that is typically
used for emergency planning for tsunami inundation in California. Since it
appears 4 much larger tsunamis occurred in the Central Coast area in 1812,
1878, 1907 and 1913; it appears we may have become complacent during this
recent period of tsunami quiescence. Emergency planning for Central Coast
tsunamis should be anticipating tsunami waves in the 50 to 100 feet elevation
range.
Bibtex entry for this abstract Preferred format for this abstract (see
Preferences)
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Joe & Merry Boysen
292 El Dorado Way,
Oilport in Sunset Palisades
Shell Beach,California 93449
(805) 773-3920

--- On Mon, 5/17/10, Jane Swanson <janeslo@kcbx~net>wrote:
From: Jane Swanson <janeslo@kcbx.net>
Subject: Mothers for Peace attorney to present oral arguments in SLO
To:

Date: Monday, May 17, 2010, 2:11 PM
San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace
www.mothersforpeace.or

NEWS RELEASE
For Immediate Release
May 17, 2010

Contacts: Jane Swanson
Janeslo(akcbx.net
(805) 595-2605
cell (805) 440-1359
12

MEDIA WANTING TO INTERVIEW ATTORNEY DIANE CURRAN IN SAN LUIS OBISPO MAY 26 OR MAY
SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE TO ARGUE AGAINST LICENSE RENEWAL FOR DIABLO CANYON NU(

Hazards posed by earthquakes and terrorist attack will dominate oral arguments to be presented by San Luis Obispo 1P
Electric Company's (PG&E's) application to extend the life of the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant by an additional 20 y
until 2044 and 2045.
SLOMFP Attorney Diane Curran from Washington, D.C. will argue that PG&E has failed to meet five requirements,
0
•
*
.
.

PG&E has failed to demonstrate the ability to safely manage the aging plant, which was designed in the 60's,
safety equipment at Diablo Canyon.
PG&E 's application lacks information on the seismic risks to Diablo, given that studies of the Shoreline Fau
PG&E has failed to address the airborne environmental impacts of a reasonably foreseeable spectrum of spen
PG&E has failed to evaluate the environmental impacts of an attack on the Diablo Canyon spent fuel pool du
PG&E's application lacks a required discussion of the cost-effectiveness of measures to mitigate the envirot

An Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) will begin the heai
parties - NRC staff, PG&E, and San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace - will be allowed to address the three-member A
http://www.slocounty.ca.gov/clerk/BoardofSupervisors.htm.
SEPARATE CHALLENGE TO DRY CASK STORAGE AWAITS ARGUMENT IN FEDERAL COURT:

San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace has a separate lawsuit pending in the United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circt
("ISFSI" or dry cask storage facility), the NRC should have granted MFP a closed hearing on the adequacy of the NR
even though at a closed hearing only those with the required security clearance would be present. MFP attorney Dian,
MFP also accuses the NRC of unlawfully using secret criteria to deny the possible environmental impacts of an attaci
The NRC illegally ruled that there was no requirement to do a complete Environmental Impact Statement, claiming i
SLOMFP awaits the scheduling of a hearing on that case by the federal court.
DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE ON-LINE:

NRC news release announcing the oral arguments May 26 in San Luis Obispo are at http://www.nrc.gov/readingj-rm/,
Memorandum and Order with details of the schedule for the oral arguments is at
http://adamswebsearch.nrc.gov/scripts/rwisapi.dll/(apipl.env?CQ SESSION KEY=HDYCZFEJHXVV&CO QUEI
Legal arguments against license renewal filed by San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace attorney Diane Curran are at ht
Various documents related to the separate lawsuit pending in the United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit are at
Jane Swanson
janeslo(ikcbx.net
13

janeslo@me.com
(805) 595-2605
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NRC NEWS
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Office of Public Affairs
Telephone: 301/415-8200
Washington, DC 20555-0001
E-mail: OPA.Resource@nrc.gov
www.nrc.gov

No. 10-078

May 3, 201

LICENSING BOARD TO HEAR ORAL ARGUMENT MAY 26 IN SAN LUIS OBISPO,
CALIFORNIA, ON DIABLO CANYON REACTOR LICENSE RENEWAL
Printable Version

The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board handling the Diablo Canyon nuclear reactor license renewal proceeding will
hear oral argument May 26 on the request by the San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace (SLOMFP) for an evidentiary
hearing. The Board is an independent quasi-judicial arm of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that decides legal
challenges to applications and proposed licensing actions by the NRC.
The oral argument will be presented by the lawyers representing SLOMFP, Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), and NR(
staff. The session will begin at 8:30 a.m. PDT and may extend into the evening, if necessary, on Wednesday, May 26
in the San Luis Obispo County Board Chambers of the County Government Center, 1055 Monterey St. in San Luis
Obispo. Although the oral argument will be limited to the lawyers for the litigants, the session is open to the public
for observation. Early arrival is suggested to allow for security screening for all members of the public interested in
attending. NRC policy prohibits signs, banners, posters or displays in the hearing room.
PG&E submitted a license renewal application on Nov. 24, 2009, seeking a 20-year renewal of the operating licenses
for Diablo Canyon Power Plant Units 1 and 2. The units are located approximately 12 miles southwest of San Luis
Obispo. The Atomic Safety & Licensing Board is considering whether SLOMFP should be granted intervenor status
in the proceeding. SLOMFP has submitted contentions challenging five aspects of PG&E's application, along with a
request to waive two NRC regulations so as to allow the admission of two of the contentions. All parties have filed
extensive legal briefs on these issues. On May 26th the Board will listen to the lawyers' arguments and ask them
questions concerning the proposed contentions and waiver requests.
Documents related to the Diablo Canyon license renewal application are available on the NRC Web site, at:
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/licensing/renewal/applications/diablo-canyon.html. More information about
the ASLB can be found at: http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/organization/aslbpfuncdesc.html.
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NRC news releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC Home Page at www.nrc.gov also offers a Subscribe to
News link in the News & Information menu. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are
posted to NRC's Web Site.
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Conducts hearings for the Commission and performs such
other regulatory functions as the Commission authorizes.
The Chief Administrative Judge develops and applies
procedures governing the activities of boards, administrative judges, and administrative laxA
judges, and makes appropriate recommendations to the Commission concerning the rules
governing the conduct of hearings.
,Executive.6Drector
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EDO Offices
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The Panel
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The Panel conducts all licensing and other hearings as directed by the Commission,
primarily through individual Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards or single presiding
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Nuclear Regulator
Research

officers appointed by either the Commission or the Chief Administrative Judge. The Panel,
which has no fixed number of positions, is composed of (1) administrative judges (full-tim(
and part-time), who are lawyers, engineers, and scientists and (2) administrative law judges
(ALJs) who are lawyers. Administrative judges and ALJs serve as single presiding officers
or on three-member boards, which generally are chaired by a lawyer, for a broad range of
proceedings.

Federal and State
Materials ad
•Environmental
nageent
Programs
N__clea_

iWhen

Reactolr_

Congress enacted the Atomic Energy Act, it expected the Panel's technical judges
would be "persons of recognized caliber and stature in the nuclear field." In addition, both

Regulation

legal and technical judges are subject to the conflict of interest laws and regulations
SEnforcment
applicable to Federal employees and the high ethical standards for Federal judges. They,
with their spouses and minor children, are prohibited from owning any securities
issued by nuclear utilities and key components of the nuclear industry. All full-time judges

Ialong
......... .........
NuclearSecuryit
andIncident

have no employment relationships with any nuclear entity regulated by the NRC. Some
part-time technical judges maintain their expertise by working on grants and assignments

Response

concerning the study and implementation of cutting-edge science and technology. Some

Region

I

•Regloiohn
•1<
i 6'ibn ,iiP•

i

RegiV
•:1nf•

n

......

grants and assignments may involve the Department of Energy and participants in the
nuclear industry. However, no part-time judge participates in any proceeding that could
affect the interests of any party funding the judge's activities. The impartiality ofjudges is
ensured through a multi-layered screening mechanism that ensures no judge participates in
a case where a conflict of interest exists or where a judge's impartiality might reasonably b(
questioned.

~Comiputer Securitv

AdimnstrtionChief Counsel
IShi•;an Resources
Smiall BuIsiness and

Anthony C. Eitreim
Provides legal support to the Chief Administrative Judge, administrative judges, boards,
and the Panel, and oversees the Panel's law clerks.

Licensing Support Network (LSN) Administrator
Daniel J. Graser
Responsible for the design, construction, and operations of (1) the Licensing Support
Network (LSN), the electronic, Web-based discovery database for the high-level waste
repository licensing proceeding and (2) the Digital Data Management System (DDMS),
which will support digital information retrieval, use, and display in a hearing room
environment.

Program Support and Analysis Staff
Director: Jack G. Whetstine
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Provides planning, development, coordination, implementation, and analyses of policies
and programs in support of the Panel, including budget; personnel; labor relations;
professional services; travel; space and facilities; equipment; contracts; information
management, including IT equipment and development; adjudicatory files and services;
library facilities; stenographic and clerical services, including field hearing space;
equipment management and coordination; meetings; employee training and development;
FOIA; security; and safety engineering.
Provides support and services in information management that includes computerized
adjudicatory files, management information systems, and other management information
applicable to Panel activities.
Manages court reporting contract for all agency offices.

JUDGE KARLIN'S ORDER:
Before Administrative Judges:

Alex S. Karlin, Chairman
Nicholas G. Trikouros
Dr. Paul B. Abramson

In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I
and 2)
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Docket Nos. 50-275-LR and 50-323-LR

ASLBP No. 10-890-01-LR-BD01

May 5, 2010

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Setting Oral Argument)

On May 26, 2010, commencing at 8:30 AM local time the Board will hear oral argument
on the petition to intervene and petition for waiver filed by the San Luis Obispo Mothers fo
Peace (SLOMFP). The oral argument will be held in the San Luis Obispo County Board
Chambers of the County Government Center, located at 1055 Monterey St. in San Luis
Obispo, California. Only those attorneys who represent SLOMFP, Pacific Gas & Electric
Co. (PG&E), and the staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC Staff) and who
have entered an appearance pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.314 will be entitled to participate.
The Board will extend
the oral argument into the evening if necessary.
The oral argument will proceed as follows. First, we will hear a ten-minute opening
statement from each participant. Second, the Board will hear argument on the admissibility
of each of the contentions. Oral argument concerning the petition for waiver will be
combined with the oral argument regarding each of the affected contentions (EC-2 and EC3). The Board will not entertain oral argument on the standing of the Petitioners. Third, we
will entertain a short closing statement, limited to five minutes, from each participant.

For each of the contentions that do not entail a waiver petition (TC- 1, EC- 1 and EC-4)
the Board expects to question SLOMFP for approximately thirty minutes, PG&E for
approximately twenty minutes, and the NRC Staff for approximately ten minutes. The
Board may permit SLOMFP to reserve up ten minutes for rebuttal.
For each of the contentions that do entail a waiver petition (EC-2 and EC-3), the same rules
apply, except that the Board expects to allocate forty minutes to questioning SLOMFP,
twenty-five minutes to PG&E, and fifteen minutes to the NRC Staff.
In formulating their arguments, participants should keep in mind that the Board will have
read their pleadings. Participants should focus on the critical points in controversy, as those
issues have emerged in the pleadings. The main purpose of the oral argument is to allow th(
Board to clarify its understanding of legal and factual points to assist it in deciding the
22

issues presented by the pleadings. Thus, the participants should expect that their oral.
argument will be devoted primarily to responding to questions from the Board. Such
questioning is part of, and does not expand, a participant's allotted time.
Given that the sole purpose of this proceeding is to evaluate the admissibility of the
contentions, the waiver petition, and the legal issues presented in the participants'
pleadings, oral argument will only be heard from the attorneys representing the participants
However, members of the public and representatives of the media are welcome to attend
and observe this proceeding. As this is an adjudicatory proceeding, the Board intends to
conduct an orderly
hearing. Signs, banners, posters, and displays are prohibited in accordance with NRC
policy. See Procedures for Providing Security Support for NRC Public Meetings/Hearings,
66 Fed. Reg. 31,719 (June 12, 2001). All interested persons should arrive at least fifteen
minutes early so as to allow sufficient time to pass through security screening.
As an informational matter, the participants are advised that the Board is attempting to
arrange for the oral argument to be made available for live viewing via an internet
webstreaming

-3feed. As currently planned, the webstreaming feed will be at:
http://www.slocounty.ca.gov/clerk/BoardofSupervisors.htm.
Oral limited appearance statements in accord with 10 C.F.R. § 2.315(a) will not be heard at
this time. If contentions are ultimately admitted, then the Board may hear oral limited
appearance statements regarding those contentions at a later date. In the interim, interested
individuals may submit written
It is so ORDERED. limited appearance statements related to the issues in this
proceeding. Such written statements may be submitted at any time and should be sent eithei
by (1) mail to the Office of the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001, Attention: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff, with a
copy to the Chairman of this Licensing Board at Mail Stop T-3E15, Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board Panel, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001; (2) e-mail to the Office o
the Secretary at hearingdocket@nrc.gov, with a copy to this Board (c/o Wen Bu,
wen.bu@nrc.gov) or (3) fax to the Office of the Secretary at 301-415-1101 (facsimile
verification number: 301-415- 1966), with a copy to the Board (c/o Wen Bu) at 301-4155599 (facsimile verification number:
301-415-7550)
FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD
/RA/
Alex S. Karlin, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Rockville, Maryland
May 5, 2010
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--- On Tue, 3/2/10, Joe Boysen <joeboysen2005@yahoo.com>wrote:
From: Joe Boysen <joeboysen2005@yahoo.com>
Subject: OPPOSITION TO DIABLO CANYON LICENSE EXTENSION OR A CONTINUANCE THEREOF. TRII
To: PLeos@TheTribuneNews.com, bray@thetrib .....

TIRED
Close Diablo C;
Protest at the FIN
Embassy Suit(
We need your
joeboys
-The San Luis Obispo Tribur

TRYING TO IMITATE PAUL REVERE ....
"Yes Virginia, there is a Santa Claus".
Monday afternoon/evening, March 1st, 2010
Back and forth with the once and future San Luis Obispo County Telegram Tribune, currently the Tribune, since last
Tsunami in Chile Fri/Sat 2/26-27/2010, concluding just now via a half hour on the phone this afternoon with Publist
relent for Wednesday's edition and allow some more "meat" in my "speak now or forever hold your peace" sandwich.
Postscript: The Final heavily CENSORED "last minute" MINIMALIST ad the Tribune WILL be running on Tuesday
that VERY PERTINENT per diem cost factor in the ad as requested: very pertinent in light of the $19 million of OUI
ALL EXTRACTED FROM US over MANY years, all virtually STOLEN, like the land the plant sits on and is surrov
1942 and poor, foreclosure facing white ranchers since. A squalid legacy: a beautiful tribal homeland now being pois,
to our measly, pathetic one MILLIONFOLD OUTSPENT "pauper sovereigns" capability to match even a decimal frz
longer one day two column wide by 3 inch display ad on Tuesday 3/2/10 only for about $193, but the Tribune simply
In case you can't make the ATTACHMENT "appear", as so frequently occurs to me, this "okay" black bordered two
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

TIRED OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY?
Close Diablo Canyon Down - NOW, not 35 years from now.
Protest at the FINAL Public NRC Lic. Ext. Meeting Wed. Mar 3.
Embassy Suites, 333 Madonna, BOTH aft. & eve sessions
We need your voice and presence. Endorsed by Joe Boysen
joeboysen2005@yahoo.com (805) 773-3920
The duplication of my name is at the Tribune's insistence, as is the PAID ADVERTISEMENT disclaimer. Of course
ALREADY censored down by two thirds to begin with? Pravdaesque at the minimum, if not Tyrolean. The only goo(
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been raising with Tribune news management, as well as with the Tribune's excellent longtime Environmental Report
today's paper, along with a lengthy 6.5 column inch Op Ed letter captioned "Diablo too big a gamble". Hopefully the
Wednesday, again mentioning these last two NRC meeting sessions and encouraging public attendance.
I will try to get another "last minute" ad in some other paper/s, especially Santa Barbara, the TPR, the Cal Poly Dail)
Sacramento Bees, some of the anti-nuclear outfits and others via email as time permits.
If only I have time to draft & reproduce something in writing to pass out at Wednesday's meetings setting forth some
1907 Oilport tsunami which destroyed the huge dock and then brand new three week old refinery here in Sunset Palis
on this struggle on an aggressive countywide level after Wednesday, attend meetings, stir up, mobilise and inspirit th(
If QNLY we were organised, if only on a case by case basis, situationally & opportunistically, into ONE aggressive 6
no FOREVER million year waste, no nuclear ANYTHING, no way": because, this state, national, and worldwide, str
Mothers For Peace and other unsung giants here and across this land of ours, and throughout the wider world!!! But,
World? Today Diablo Canyon, Tomorrow the world? Ciao, Joe Boysen, Recovering Optimist
PPS: What would I REALLY like to say in this ad, if allowed?

TIRED
Close Diablo Cai
alone NEVER. J
last scheduled an
Mar 3. Embassy
sessions: 12:30 tc
presence. No mor
No More FOREN
MOUNTAINOUS
not to mention
innocent, impov
and plans for a N/
Islamophobic Isi
Real Jobs, ,"Lay0
your Children "01
trade policy, a
alienation for all
goes scab labor/
policy, and~tlise "(
this waaay too c
END this .DiABC
Country Club
spent $19 Mil of
bill paying, and'
disenfranchised'
this oligarchi,
Democracy, hav
wealth & power E
We need YOL
DOWN both the
"Devil's Canyon
world", against
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the moment N
Green Pretens(
Endless Gro,
Anything Goc
are trying to k
era FDR/Hi
Borrowed N
"make work" f
to further ou:
and nonrenewa
Just show ul
JoeBc
NUCLEARZERO:

"Fascism will come at the hands of perfectly authentic Americans who have been working to commit this country to 1
agriculture; assuming the role of great national banker and investor, borrowing billions every year and spending, them
navies at crushing costs to support the industry of war and preparation for war which will become our nation's greate:
of a powerfully centralized government in which the executive will hold in effect all the powers, with Congress reduc
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"U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer" <Senator@Boxer.Senate.gov>,
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"V.P. & Exec. Editor ...Sandra Duerr" <SDuerr@TheTribuneNews.com>,
"tweber@thetribunenews.com" <tweber@thetribunenews.com>,
"Environment ... David Sneed" <DSneed@TheTribuneNews.com>,
"SLO NBC ...... Managing Editor/Anchor Tony Cipolla ... KSBY 6" <TCipolla@ksby.com>,
jtrompeter@ksby.com
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